
Challenge
Surge IT needed to quickly migrate their customers expired trial Pay-as-You-Go (PAYG) Azure
account to the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) subscription model. The engineer assigned to this
migration project was new to Azure, and had not leveraged the Azure portal before.

Insights
Surge IT specializes in Virtual Helpdesk, Disaster Recovery and Enterprise Solutions. In working with
Tech Data in the past, they primarily focused on Office 365. However, being their first Azure
opportunity through Tech Data, they knew they could leverage Tech Data Cloud’s services and
enablement offerings to complete this project.

Tech Data Cloud Runbook Library
The Tech Data Cloud team offers a library of runbooks to help partners to simplify and even
automate complex technical and sales processes. These guides can be used exactly as they are or
partners can build on these process to achieve specific outcomes based on their business needs.

Solution
To complete this migration project, Surge IT’s engineer engaged with their dedicated Tech Data Azure
Specialist. The Tech Data Azure specialist was quickly able to understand the challenge and
opportunity, and immediately provided the partner’s engineer with the guidance needed to get
started, but also with a runbook focused on PAYG to CSP Azure migrations.

Result
Surge IT’s engineer was able to complete the migration successfully and in a timely manner for the
customer. Now with a standardized process in hand, they are able to manage and scale these
migration requests whether it is a tenured or newly hired engineer. They were able to meet their
client’s needs and expectations and, as a result, they received their first monthly recurring Azure
opportunity.
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Interested? Find out if Tech Data Cloud has a runbook for you!
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